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The variety of the game is strong. There's Singleplayer, Multiplayer (where up to four people can play against the computer), and even a multiplayer variant where you can pass your phone around in front of your opponents to allow them to see what's happening. In the latter it's very much like dealing out a deck of cards. The hand
gestures for some of the cards are a little dodgy, though (the Jailbreak card deals out an extra hand card to replace one, so you see a square jutting out of the screen). In the end, Bang! is a game that's best played with friends and family. Each game is refreshingly unique. Whether you're looking to beat your friends at something, do it

with a twist, or simply spend some quality time with your friends, it's going to give you exactly that. Bang! itself would be a pretty simple game, if you didnt have a complex game mechanics in-built from the start and the board game board. Thankfully the developers at Kixeye used a company called Black Dots Games to provide the
game. The board game board is the best part of the Bang! I loved it, it takes the theme and adds so much more to it. I spent a bit of time trying to figure out the best way to play it, and the way I prefer it is to play it on a small table, so the cards can be easily seen. To get more space for the board game you cant play it on a larger

surface, or youll have way too much going on to be able to see the cards. It also helps if the board is white, this way the board and cards can be seen far better. Bang! is a slick and very addictive game. The game has a quirky sense of humour that makes it fun to play. You never find yourself bored in Bang!, and to be frank if I wasnt
playing it I wouldnt be happy. The missions dont appear to be very varied, but in actual fact theyre really well thought out and each mission is a great challenge with a different challenge that you have to overcome. And the bonus game is crazy good, a bit like The Heli from The Hire, in the sense that your main mission is to survive, but it

challenges you to live just a bit longer and get you into the next bonus game, but with the added bonus of even more guns to play with! This is a great game and I cant wait to play it again.
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